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Abstract 

Wool is a bio-based fibre with a relatively good environmental profile compared to 

other textile fibres. AgResearch New Zealand undertakes research to enhance wool’s 

eco-credentials to help maintain, or enhance, its position within the global textile 

industry. This presentation describes AgResearch technologies recently 

commercialised or under development for environmentally-sound wool 

floorcoverings. 

 

Wool harvesting by depilation of sheepskins can be enhanced by replacing lime-

sulphide depilatories with enzyme-based alternatives. This improves the process 

effluent and the working environment, without detrimental effects on the quality of 

the wool or leather. 

 

Preventing damage from insect pests is almost exclusively an issue for wool and silk 

textiles. New technologies for insect-resistance cover the gamut from new-

generation highly specific pesticides, non-pesticide agents, to nanoparticles. 

Applying nanoparticles to the surface of wool is a new approach and appears to 

discourage insect larvae by disrupting their water-impervious cuticle. 

 

Applying ultrasound during textile processing has attracted considerable interest 

because of its potential to reduce the consumption of energy and chemicals. In terms 

of wool processing, the most promising results to-date have been for the scouring of 

raw wool (i.e. the removal of wool grease), and the application of natural dyes. A 

study at AgResearch has shown that ultrasound can enhance the colour of scoured 

wool. 

 

Extending the useful lifetime of floorcoverings is an obvious way of reducing their 

net environmental impact, as well as enhancing the value proposition to consumers. 

Two technologies for extending the lifetime of floor coverings have been developed 

by AgResearch and commercialised by Chemcolour New Zealand Ltd. The Lanalbin 

APB (antiphotobleaching) process greatly reduces the colour changes that wool 

carpets and rugs can undergo when exposed to strong sunlight indoors. The Lanasan 



 

 

NCF (nano carpet finish) process increases fibre cohesion in the carpet pile (thus 

reducing fibre shedding), and reduces the discoloration associated with soiling. 

These processes can be applied during dyeing or yarn scouring. 

 

The importance of the environmental impact of textile production and end-of-life 

disposal are well established, whereas their in-use environmental impact is an 

emerging area of research. Floor coverings are generally used for several years, so 

that the cumulative impact of maintenance in terms of cleaning chemicals (and their 

emissions of volatile compounds), water, electricity and human labour becomes 

significant. Some recent findings in this area will be presented. 

 

Environmental chemistry is being used to quantify the impact of wool rugs and 

carpets on indoor air quality and the enhancement of indoor air quality by wool 

products will be presented. In the wider built environment, textile floor coverings 

are well known to enhance acoustic and thermal comfort, and reduce the frequency 

and severity of falls. New findings will be presented on how the design of floor 

coverings can make walking easier for people with poor balance and older persons. 

 

Post-consumer wool carpets have been successfully used as horticultural mulch 

mats. AgResearch found that phosphates, ammonium and nitrates could be applied 

to the mulch mats when it was desired to increase the rate of biodegradation. Post-

consumer wool carpets have also been shredded and incorporated into pasture to 

give a significant enhancement of grass growth, thus demonstrating a closed-loop 

cycle (wool-grass-wool), an efficient form of nutrient recycling that reduces the need 

for inorganic fertilisers. 



 

 

 


